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build their own capabilities for sustainable user-centred innovation, 
wider impact on physical resources/technologies, human actors, proce
The contextual factors and implications of the designereclient rel
practices are also discussed, based on expert interviews.
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ed benefit of integrating design to improve company per-formance 

eenders, 2001) leads many companies to seek the expertise of 

consultants, which can provide an outside-in perspective (Gericke 
11). Involving external design expertise in innovation processes 
relevant, yet currently discon-nected, issues: The nature of 

nt interactions (Nikolova, Reihlen, & Schlapfner, 2009) and the 
s and impacts on innova-tion processes (Junginger & Sangiorgi, 
Cooper, & Jones, 2005).

unities have studied designereclient interactions, focusing on 
xonomies (Bruce & Docherty, 1993; Bruce & Morris, 1994) and 
nditions or strategies for successful design management (Hakatie 
, 2007; Maciver & O’Driscoll, 2010). However, little research has 

ed on different designereclient relationships in
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specific qualities of designers’ actions, skills, and outputs. Also, 
es have indicated how design impacts innovation processes and 
es may be affected by the way designereclient relationships are 
 & Riedel, 1997; Verganti, 2003), design impact characteristics 
esignereclient collaborations have seldom been articulated.

product innovation, service innovation involves organisational 
 as a critical condition for service implementation and perfor-
n, Gemser, & Calabretta, 2017). As a service concept and spec-
operationalised through performances, processes, and deeds 
Gustafsson, & Roos, 2005; Vargo & Lusch, 2004), less-
isational resources and capabilities may obstruct successful ser-
owalkowski, Windahl, Kindstr€om, & Gebauer, 2015). There-

innovation can require a wide range of improvements in 
 resources, processes, structures, and cultures, often made by 
bric of an organisation (Andreassen et al., 2016). Accordingly, 

 transformation by SD draws growing attention (Andreassen 
Sangiorgi, 2011) while empirical studies on that topic are 
heiro, Alt, & Mello, 2012; Terrey, 2013).

e aim to explore SD practices and their transformative impacts 
enced by designereclient relationships. A multiple case study 
ojects identified a typology of designereclient collaborations 
D qualities and approaches. These findings were discussed in 
s transformative impacts on organisational resources and capa-
r interviews with seven SD experts contributed to our under-
he contextual factors and implications of designereclient 
 studies

ereclient relationships
ow to effectively utilise external designers to benefit from their 
ctives is an integral part of designereclient relationships (Von 
. Empirical examinations of consultant-firm collaborations 
rent taxonomies. For example, Bruce and Docherty (1993) cat-
ereclient relationships in three ways: family, arms-length, and 
ase. The ‘family’ approach allows designers to proactively 
ting corporate strategies and innovation solutions based on an 
 of clients’ tacit knowledge, culture, vision and strategy, whereas 
e ‘arms-length’ and ‘one-off purchase’ approaches work accord-
t’s requirements, remaining external to the client organisation’s 
ces and processes. Bruce and Morris (1994) more simply classi-
client relationships as short-term and long-term relationships.
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ly, Gericke and Maier (2011) conceptualised different ways of

sign Thinking with engineering design as passive coupling and

ng. Passive coupling is design-led and active coupling is based

isciplines’ co-creation. Generally, designereclient collaborations

mate, long-term relationship are preferable, since they allow de-

eeply understand clients’ contexts, needs, and problems and

er ideas and quality design solutions to meet clients’ real needs

000).

he taxonomies, prerequisites for successful designereclient rela-

re also discussed (Bruce, Cooper, & Vazquez, 1999; Chiva &

; Lewis & Brown, 1999). Studies often mention compatibility

rris, 1994), relational chemistry (Maciver & O’Driscoll, 2010),

standing (Gericke &Maier, 2011), and flexible and openmindsets

tual trust (O’Connor, 2000). While studies generally report that

anaging designereclient relationships can help companies gain

advantage, they do not necessarily specify how designereclient

may change the nature and characteristics of design practices or

on organisations.
ent roles of design in service innovation processes
is a wide range of design roles in innovation processes, ranging

al functions to potential drivers of transformational innovation

Sangiorgi, 2009; Perks et al., 2005), the degree to which de-

otentials are realised greatly depends on how designereclient re-

are managed (Verganti, 2003). For example, a close

nt relationship can empower designers to work beyond the initial

jects and achieve radical design-driven innovations (O’Connor,

theless, there is a lack of studies exploring how different design-

tionships may characterise design approaches and differentiate

ts.

t design impacts on service innovation deserve critical attention

tion. Unlike product innovation, where design impacts are gener-

o the attributes of physical objects (e.g., style/appearance, func-

cal performance, or manufacturing/distribution efficiency) (Roy

7), design impacts on service innovation require different dimen-

ure indicates that service innovation is the domain where organ-

abilities and transformation can facilitate competitiveness and

siness (Karpen, Bove, & Lukas, 2011). For instance,

i et al. (2015) point out how organisational elements that are

for service (e.g., internal resistance, lack of overview and coordi-

roduct-centric sales force) may obstruct service growth trajec-

rsely, an organisation’s relational orientation towards customer
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portant facilitators for successful service performance

ong, 2011). Transformation at the organisation level is thus

uccessful customer-centred service innovation (Karpen et al.,

he impact of SD can be considered in relation to its contribution

nal change. Service innovation is more about improved

rience, which is affected by organisational performance, pro-

ions (Edvardsson et al., 2005). Service experience also involves

, physical resources/technologies, processes, and routines

08; Johnston & Clark, 2008). Therefore, we will look at how

ay affect organisational resources and capabilities.
a transformative approach
n-centred and design-led approach to service innovation, has

cus from service interfaces to service systems and organisations

ie, & Reason, 2013; Yu & Sangiorgi, 2014). Along with contri-

igning for service systems, SD approaches to shaping people’s

ocesses, and organisations have been conceptualised as ‘trans-

ign’ (Burns, Cottam, Vanstone, & Winhall, 2006; Sangiorgi,

nsformative design approach focuses not only on creating final

lso on strengthening the ability to produce sustainable innova-

012; Terrey, 2013). In public contexts, transformative SD con-

anging the ways the public interacts with social systems,

olicies (Burns et al., 2006), while in commercial contexts, it

nge within organisations by embedding user-centred perspec-

ures with design knowledge and tools (Bailey, 2012; Lin,

a, Dining-Zuber, & Plsek, 2011).

service systems and organisations, since customer-centred ser-

nt practices necessitate organisation-level changes (Andreassen

ccording to Junginger and Sangiorgi (2009), there are three

isational changes that SD can facilitate: Artefacts/behaviours,

and fundamental assumptions. If designers practice SD by

nisations in customer-centred conversations, the object of

xtend from artefacts and behaviours to organisational norms

inheiro et al., 2012).

s on transformation design, however, offer a limited view on

ent transformative SD approaches may be qualified in terms

ctions, skills, and deliverables. Also, as the transformative im-

re not clearly conceptualised in relation to organisational ele-

ich organisational elements may be influenced by which SD
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es multiple case research, which explores ten SD projects in terms

client relationships and a link between SD practices and the

ant logic (Yu, 2016). While the second topic is addressed in

le (Yu & Sangiorgi, 2017), the present paper focuses on the

h is concerned with the transformative impacts of SD practices

different designereclient relationships.

rical knowledge on service designers’ activities, skills, and deliv-

iated with client relationships led us to conduct a multiple case

projects (Benbasat, Goldstein, & Mead, 1987; Eisenhardt &

07; Yin, 2008). SD projects were purposefully selected by using

pling and maximum variation sampling (Patton, 2002). For cri-

ing, SD agencies were chosen within the UK, where SD has

practiced since SD agencies were first established in London

rk and Engine) (Sangiorgi, Prendiville, Jung, & Yu, 2015). We

in which service designers engaged in both the planning and

ses.

riation sampling was conducted by choosing cases from different

and multiple sectors (Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2002). For agency

cted projects from external and internal agencies, as SD has been

oth and they have similar relational designereclient dynamics.

rs in external agencies work with an organisation as their client,

nternal agencies work for the commissioning team as their client

mission, 2013). Furthermore, cases were selected from a wide

stry areas, including telecom, aviation, mental health, housing,

ing theoretical saturation and practical constraints, as well as

ommended sample sizes for multiple case studies (4e10 cases)

1989), ten cases were used for our study.

study, with the aim of validating and expanding our findings, we

pert interviews. We shared our empirical findings via email with

ctitioners who had been working at leading SD agencies in the

years. The experts shared their opinions about the following

xtent is our classification of the three patterns of SD practices

ssociated with the three types of designereclient relationships

applicable in practice?
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collection
semi-structured interviews with 28 participants. We interviewed

s and clients for 8 cases, but the clients for 2 cases declined to be

ue to their internal contexts and confidentiality issues. All inter-

nducted face to face, through video calls, or via telephone and

dio recorded. Each interview lasted between 48 and 112 min.

ees were asked to discuss their project’s background, service

process, key design activities and deliverables, design outcomes,

ctions/relationships between designers, users, clients, and other

o relies on a large amount of archival data about each project.

data includes project deliverables, such as recommendation re-

specification documents, final project reports, service manage-

nes, and service websites. It also includes communication

h as internal and external presentation documents, press releases,

d platforms in which the history of designereclient communica-

tracked. Furthermore, the archived data contains many kinds of

als, such as co-design tools, service blueprints, end-to-end service

rneys, and prototypes.

data complemented the interview data mainly in two ways. First,

itten evidence for the events, activities, and processes reported in

. Second, as most of the interviewees shared stories related to the

on their memories, detailed descriptions in the archival docu-

re used to complement the lack of information or to correct inac-

ation. Texts and visuals in the archival data were analysed to

emes and patterns. Table 1 provides the overall data sources

udy.
analysis
nslated and analysed using within-case analysis and cross-case

isenhardt, 1989). For within-case analysis, each of the ten cases

to understand designereclient relationships and collaboration

ng the service development processes. Next, the ten cases were



Table 1 Data sources

Case No. Agency type Project area Interviewees
D: Designer; C: Client

Number of
Interviews

Main archived data

Case 1 External Telecom D: Founding partner
C: Program manager

2 Developing project
development report
Final project
documentation
Agency website

Case 2 External Aviation D: Design director 1 Presentation document
Service process map
Agency website

Case 3 External Mental health &
wellbeing

D: Co-founder and
managing director
D: Design &
communication
director
C: Head of mental
health promotion

3 Project summary reports
Online service platform
Agency website

Case 4 External Transportation D: Strategy director
D: Design researcher
C: Stations program
manager

3 Project reports
Case study e-book
Magazine article
Agency website

Case 5 External Mental health &
social care

D: Senior service
designer
D: Evaluation unit
designer
C: Director of mental
health services
C: Community
connector

4 Presentation document
Community connecting
impact brochure
Online service platform
Agency website

Case 6 External Social care D: Service designer
C: Project manager
C: Team leader

3 Final project reports
Information provision
guidelines
Design deliverables
Agency website

Case 7 External Housing D: Service design
director
C: Strategy officer
C: Private sector
housing team leader

3 Project reports
Presentation document
Agency website
Online communication
platform

Case 8 Internal Employment D: Service designer
D: Service
development executive
C: Strategic projects
team leader

3 Recommendation report
Design materials for
workshops
Online service platform

Case 9 Internal Insurance D: Director of
experience & service
design (3x)

3 Presentation document
Online article
Service website
Company website

Case 10 Internal Social care D: Program
coordinator
D: Project manager
C: Head of strategic
commissioning

3 Presentation document
Agency website
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the cross-case analysis, we found that although SD actions, skills, and 
bles were seemingly similar, their detailed qualities and actual impact 
isations (i.e., how designers’ actions, skills and deliverables were uti-
integrated in clients’ day-to-day practices) were not necessarily the 
or example, although design teams in Cases 2 and 6 generated similar 
nts as service management guidelines, their actual usage or impact 
 While the former was used as a reference manual, the latter was 
ed within the client’s internal procurement process.

ine this difference, we employed ‘finding intervening variables’ (Miles 
rman, 1994) as a data analysis tactic. This tactic involves looking for a 
iable when two variables that are conceptually expected to be coupled 

 do not represent the link (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles & Huberman, 
 our study, designereclient relationships emerged as a third variable 
 able to explain the unexpected relation between inputs (i.e., similar 
ctions, skills, and deliverables) and outputs (i.e., different design qual-
 impacts). We therefore organised the patterns emerging from the 
se comparison in terms of the designereclient relationships. 
ix A shows how the selected cases were classified into three different 
eclient relationships.

 Merriam’s (2009) strategies for ensuring internal and external valid-
rnal validity was achieved mainly by the use of triangulation; we 
 data from multiple sources (i.e., interviews and archival resources) 
 the original informants check back the summarised interview data. 
 had the study result peer reviewed in the conference the first author 
. External validity was obtained by the use of thick descriptions of 
e and maximum variation sampling.
 typology of designereclient relationships in SD
ata analysis, we identified three different types of designereclient re-
ips associated with different qualities of design actions, skills, and de-
s: Delivering, partnering, and facilitating. Compared to our previous 
hat classified designereclient relationships with a focus on process 
gi et al., 2015; Yu, 2015), the present study identifies much richer qual-
arding designereclient relationships: 1) Designers’ role and clients’ 
he interactions of processes; 3) core design practices; and 4) designers’ 
ives. Figure 1 provides the typology of designereclient relationships 
ified in our study, which is followed by detailed descriptions.
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Figure 1 The typology of designereclient relationships in SD.

Adapted from Yu (2016, p. 138)
ivering
tionship, designers served as experts with specialised competencies

or user-centred service innovation, while clients delegated most of

work to them and hardly intervened during the design process. Cli-

d to be passive recipients of design output, generally giving feedback

ommissioner’s perspective. Both parties worked in parallel while

n their own processes, rarely affecting the other’s work. Designers’

as, and solutions were described and visualised in documentation

delity, and it was communicated with and handed over to clients.

ctives of designers were highly user-centred. They strongly focused

anding and communicating users’ contextual experiences and needs

ying the insights to development processes. Yet, designer consider-

ient organisations seemed to be limited.
tnering
tionship, while designers organised most of the design sessions for

sers and ideating user-centred insights, clients also participated in

ities to engagewithdesigners andusers.While participating in collab-

ions, clients provided their own contexts and organisational perspec-

ners and clients worked together, contributing their own knowledge

ties to each other’s practices and processes. The design and organisa-

esses thusmutually affected eachother.Coredesignpractices involved

ve work sessions where designers engaged not only with focal clients

th other stakeholders and multidisciplinary functional teams. During

development processes, designers considered not only users’ experi-

eeds but also the clients’ contexts and requirements.
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Figure 2 Two macro phases in the service development process.

Adapted from Johnson et al. (2000)
itating
ionship, designers served as coaches, helping clients learn user-

gn approaches. While both parties worked very closely, clients

ke the lead in some design activities. As designers embedded them-

lients’ practices for strong engagement and one-to-one interactions

ees, the design process and organisational process seemed to be

a single joint process. While training clients on the job, designers

lients and helped them foster their own abilities and capabilities for

service development so that the clients could act as independent

s. In this relationship, as design materials were the product from

ient co-creation activities, they were used an instrument to facili-

ual transition of ownership. While developing solutions, designers

count clients’ capabilities to implement and manage them.
tterns associated with the designereclient
ips during service development processes
, SD represented different qualities and impacts based on the three

ignereclient relationships in service development processes. While

fferent process models identifying and structuring key stages and

ctions for service development, the cyclic model by Johnson,

h, and Chase (2000) synthesises existing processes into a four-

l: Design, analysis, development, and full launch. These stages

d under the planning and execution phases (Figure 2). A similar

zy front end and execution-oriented back-end) is also suggested

atikonda, and Sampson (2002). While the planning phase involves

sitioning, idea generation, and service concept development, the
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, information technologies, physical facilities, and other service sys-

rces are configured and deployed. According to this framework, we

e SD actions, skills, and deliverables during the planning and execu-

s.

e planning phase
se, SD was mainly related to exploring users’ contextual and holistic

s for service concept generation, but the three types of designere-

tionships diversified the patterns of designers’ actions, skills, and de-

as in Table 2.

elivering: Offering detailed documentation as a
tred basis for service propositions
ationship (Cases 6, 8, and 10), designers conducted extensive user

ased on ethnographic and empathic research techniques and co-

rkshops without their clients’ direct involvement. The designers in

or example, held a range of creative co-design workshops with

ge groups to understand their different needs and contexts regarding

mation services. While their key deliverables were co-developed with

nt participation seemed limited. In this relationship, while clients

nded the design sessions, designers instead presented the results of

rch to clients. While clients expected designers to intensively engage

to ideate service concepts suitable for user needs and experiences,

no intention of affecting or learning the design research, as said by

ts:

t think it’s appropriate sometimes for clients to participate in work-

because if you want things to be co-produced (by designers and

it is better (for clients) to step back as commissioner.’ (Client,

0)

’t have the expectation that we would learn the design methodol-

lient, Case 6)

sign outcomes and impacts, design deliverables were used as back-

ata to provide clients with solid evidence to justify the service,

cilitating internal communication and decision-making for project

ion. With the user data, clients had confidence to say that the ser-

pt was grounded in real user stories and experiences:

ives me the evidence base. When we start building things, people

hy are you doing that?” Then, we’ll say we are doing that because

e the evidence that people like this. This is what people think about

ting with these services.’ (Client, Case 6)



Table 2 SD patterns for the planning phase

Designereclient
relationships

SD patterns Representative quotes

Delivering - Designers engaged with users in

various co-creation activities, but

clients did not directly participate

in user engagement activities

‘We’ve done the first stage of engaging the service users
in co-designing the new service.’ (Designer, Case 6)
‘We tried to get stakeholders involved as much as
possible in this initial phase, [.] but we found that’s not
enough to get buy-in towards the end.’ (Designer, Case
8)
‘The designers did their work on their own.’ (Client,
Case 10)

- Designers briefed clients on user

insights that were gained from

user engagement activities.

‘We always do weekly project updates, like here’s what
we’ve achieved this week.’ (Designer, Case 6)
‘The SD team pulled all the evaluation together and
produced a presentation, which we put forward to the
project board.’ (Client, Case 8)
‘They brought the product back to me from those
workshops, and my job was to look at it from my
perspective as commissioner.’ (Client, Case 10)

- Designers’ way of working did

not influence clients’ practices.

‘My role was piloting and evaluating. The SD part was
creating those activities, which were not what I do, part
of my job.’ (Client, Case 8)
‘I think my start of co-production is to take a back seat.
I want to know what people think.’ (Client, Case 10)

- Design output from user research

provided clients with a solid evi-

dence base to justify the service

and facilitated clients’ internal

communication and decision-

making processes.

‘Even within my team I had people who were resistant to
the change, [.] but I was able to, with the report, say
“look, this is what people were saying’’.’ (Client, Case 6)
‘I had confidence to take these out to the school, to say
we have met with other teachers, we have involved them
in various sessions, workshops, prototyping and so on.’
(Client, Case 8)

Partnering - Designers helped clients engage

with users either by inviting

them in co-design sessions or by

exposing them to user stories and

experiences.

‘What we tried to do was to illustrate what the customer
experience was going to look like.’ (Client, Case 1)
‘We also organised co-creation sessions where we invited
some of the train travellers we have been interviewing
and also people from our client team that was
completely new to them to openly work for together.’
(Designer, Case 4)
‘We worked with them in terms of the ideas and they
knew what we wanted. They were involved in meetings,
so they knew what kind of things we were looking for.’
(Client, Case 7)
‘We will elicit feedback from customers via different
surveys, focus groups, interviews, whatever, but equally
from service providers, so I try to engage with frontline
staff who is delivering across different channels.’
(Designer, Case 9)

- Service ideas/opportunities from

user insights were co-created by

designers and clients.

‘The designers facilitated a lot of meetings between
ourselves and Barclaycard, some of the technical
partners, device manufacturers, and SIM suppliers, and
sat around and resolved, talking to highlight some of the
challenges.’ (Client, Case 1)

(continued on next page)



Table 2 (continued )

Designereclient
relationships

SD patterns Representative quotes

‘During the SD project, we continuously concentrated
on the experience of the passengers and how they used
our products and services.’ (Client, Case 4)
‘All of these (multidisciplinary) practices come together
to deliver good experiences people like to use, but also
influence their behaviours.’ (Designer, Case 9)

- SD output helped clients feel

empathy for users and motivated

clients to create enhanced service

experiences.

‘We documented experiences of how we thought it
would work. [.] We thought we could help them
overcome those barriers.’ (Client, Case 1)
‘The other is having users interact directly with clients
and enabling clients to raise empathy and listen, being
confronted with the stories of their users.’ (Designer,
Case 4)
‘The tangible outcome was we are working differently,
we learnt different ways of working, we’ve worked with
different partners, we continue to work with those
partners.’ (Client, Case 7)

Facilitating - Designers helped clients incorpo-

rate user insights and opportu-

nities into business and translate

them into action plans.

‘We developed a needs spectrum to understand
passenger variability and to provide more sophisticated
understandings of passenger requirements. We then
overlaid the perspective on the organisation. “Okay,
therefore, what role does the airport need to play to
deliver value to those customers?”’ (Designer, Case 2)
‘This was a conceptual idea, so, we went away and
started to look at feasibility and the game mechanics,
but also looked at how the whole service was drawn, like
“who would deliver this game?”, “how would they be
trained?”, “how would they distribute it?”’ (Designer,
Case 3)

- Some design sessions to explore

user insights or service opportu-

nities were led by clients, while

designers served as a facilitator or

coach.

‘Collaborative sessions and workshops worked very
well, but there were always softer things, which were
things like being present within the organisation, [.] so
actually embedding yourselves within the organisation.’
(Designer, Case 2)
‘We were involved in some of the refining and testing of
the DIY (Do It Yourself) happiness game.’ (Client, Case
3)
‘We did a mini ethnography. The way that we ran that
was we didn’t do any ourselves. We trained the
innovation team to do these interviews.’ (Designer, Case
5)

- Clients learnt how to approach

users in a user-centred way and

began to apply the lessons to their

own practices.

‘This project was about how we would change the
organisation through design, [.] so we could bring
people along the journey.’ (Designer, Case 2)
‘The approach we needed to take with the service was to
learn from the things that people who use mental health
services had been telling us.’ (Client, Case 5)
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category (Cases 1, 4, 7, and 9), designers directly or indirectly

nts while conducting user research and organising user engage-

ops. Clients therefore were able to understand users’ contexts

ces as well as their barriers to engaging with the service. In Cases

igners directly involved their clients in the workshops, exposing

voices. This allowed the clients and users to mutually understand

n Case 4, while participating in workshops and listening to users’

ces, clients empathised with them and felt more motivated to

experiences, as witnessed by a designer:

been telling clients, we have been showing them our research, but

are confronted directly. I think that works very well.’ (Designer,

esigning sessions, design materials were used to vividly represent

nd experiences, helping clients immerse themselves in the users’

Case 9, user personas and experiences helped clients empathise

Similarly, in Case 7, the videos capturing elderly people’s

periences of tripping and falling provoked clients’ motivation

ent towards improving their experiences:

ded four videos. [.] I think it is a quite powerful video. It is one

ngest things we still use throughout to demonstrate the effect of

lder persons, what it means to them.’ (Client, Case 7)

’ participation in collaborative design activities resulted in higher

towards creating superior user experiences. A client remarked

pproaches and methods impacted on their perspectives on user

) approach revealed a lot of new information to us about how the

really values our product and how logical they consider our sys-

ent, Case 4) (Enninga et al., 2013, p. 62)

signers organised a workshop where they invited users and stake-

view the whole landscape of support and services for elderly peo-

and fall. Since this workshop allowed clients to gain a wider

n their service, they decided to collaborate with other sectors

housing sector. They embarked on a new community platform

hub’, where key players and voluntary sectors collaborated to

de range of information and support:
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relations
re having a next event, visioning event with all bodies involved in

and social care to see how this hub can be set up. [.] This work

me out as one of the key results of the work that we actually started

he Design Council and commissioning group.’ (Client, Case 7)

acilitating: Integrating user research insights into
ational strategy building and service planning
lationship (Cases 2, 3, and 5), designers helped clients integrate user

into internal practices. During collaborative workshops, designers

ients reflect on user insights and link them to their business, by map-

nisational roles and capabilities in opportunity areas. For example,

designers in Case 2 observed and interviewed people at Lisbon

they developed a strategic framework with the client to relate the

ught by passengers with the client’s contexts and roles. The user in-

re integrated and translated into organisational business and action

rtnering relationship, design activities and deliverables contributed to

ser-centred mindsets or attitudes by building their empathy with

perience, and motivating them to improve their services. In the facil-

lationship, design practices affected not only the clients but also the

tional routines and practices. Designers helped clients understand

eriences through design research and helped them apply their knowl-

rganisational practices. For example, the designers in Case 5 carried

ethnographies in such a way that it trained their clients to conduct a

user studies and interviews. They also helped the clients organise co-

orkshops, where users were invited to discuss the basic principles and

ut the services. During this process, clients recognised the need to

heir existing practices and built their own capabilities for user-

novation, as reported by a client:

were the eye opener to me. [.] We did two co-designing sessions,

ited the organisation sitting in Lambeth Borough and asked them

ort of things they were expecting to get as a service [.] so they obvi-

told us what they wanted and it was quite inspiring really. That’s the

f the community connecting that is how we can design the service.’

t, Case 5)

e execution phase
actions, skills, and deliverables during this phase were mainly

developing service specifications and launching services, their qual-

he three types of designereclient relationships were different as in

We characterised the SD patterns associated with the designereclient

hips as follows.



Table 3 SD patterns for the execution phase

Designereclient
relationships

SD patterns Representative quotes

Delivering - Designers developed detailed

documentation for service specifi-

cations and management to hand

them over to clients.

‘We produced a big report with the service blueprint
and everything. [.] We gave them all the report.’
(Designer, Case 6)
‘We started doing things like requirements gathering
and writing very detailed technical requirements for
the service.’ (Designer, Case 8)
‘This first prototype was shared back with all
contributors and the program board to share back
with their organisations.’ (Designer, Case 10)

- As the transition from the design

stage to the development and

operation stages was not so

smooth, clients needed additional

communication with designers.

‘We finished everything we were doing and they still
hadn’t started anything so they had to catch up with
us. Then maybe in four months, they came back to us
and said “right, we need your help in figuring out
how to implement some of your proposals and how
to actually make the service changes”.’ (Designer,
Case 6)
‘There have been some issues in them feeling
confident enough to go away and develop new
materials to upload to the site. [.] There has to be a
better or smoother transition from development to
implementation and maintenance.’ (Designer, Case
8)
‘I don’t know about the evaluation of the service.
The last conversation I had was that the service was
too difficult to evaluate.’ (Client, Case 10)

Partnering - Designers had development/im-

plementation workshops where

they shared customer experiences

and formulated service processes

with operations teams.

‘There were some big issues that were highlighted
very early on. [.] We tried to put new processes in
place as soon as possible.’ (Client, Case 1)
‘Every workshop was moderated together, so we
facilitated the process together.’ (Designer, Case 4)
‘We got all the different providers, so the GPs, the
health professionals, people from the voluntary
sector and users together. [.] So, we identified about
ten different opportunities from doing that
collaboration.’ (Designer, Case 7)
‘The target employee experience has to be
multidisciplinary to achieve the customer experience
itself. [.] Every day when I go to work I am used to
working with other people collaboratively to achieve
things.’ (Designer, Case 9)

- Design documentation was used

as a facilitating tool for commu-

nication and discussion during the

workshops.

‘The SD approach was successful, partly because the
designers were giving a lot of attention to the
communication internally.’ (Client, Case 4)
‘The design output helped actually buy in the trust of
the doctors and the NHS staff, because they could
see the quality.’ (Client, Case 7)
‘The document was shared internally and externally.
I told these guys and the client. Half of SD is
communication.’ (Designer, Case 9)

(continued on next page)



Table 3 (continued )

Designereclient
relationships

SD patterns Representative quotes

- Workshops and design documen-

tation contributed to aligning

stakeholders with customer expe-

riences and mobilising them by

clarifying each actor’s role and

responsibilities.

‘SD role was to represent the customer and to be the
customer experience guardians to keep telling their
story and documenting what other parties are doing.’
(Designer, Case 1)
‘I asked some of the colleagues to be part of the
workshops. It was a good approach. Because of that
they knew what we were doing.’ (Client, Case 4)
‘The main thing is whenever we are looking at any
piece of work, not just looking at the solution, but
actually going back and looking at the discovery of
what that problem actually is, being more delved into
what the problem is and defining where we want to
focus resources on.’ (Client, Case 7)

Facilitating - Designers considered organisa-

tional capabilities while co-

developing service elements and

functions with clients.

‘We had discussions with head of marketing about
what might be the right mix in terms of skill set
within the services management team.’ (Designer,
Case 2)
‘I think it’s not only particularly design, we were
more talking about things that we needed to do to
ensure the website keeps going, and how we generate
new work.’ (Client, Case 3)
‘The main output was the website, but we did have
recommendations which were about how to set up
the team and how to position the service within the
rest of the other services that they were creating.’
(Designer, Case 5)

- Workshops and documentation

contributed to a gradual role

shift between designers and

clients.

‘I guess documentation is mainly a representation of
something of the moment in time.’ (Designer, Case 2)
‘What happened when everyone came together, there
was another thing that was beneficial, they gained
ownership of what they were involved in.’ (Designer,
Case 3)
‘It was also intended to be capacity building for us as
an organisation about how we could approach future
innovations and design.’ (Designer, Case 5)

- Design practices helped clients

manage services and continue

user-centred innovation activities.

‘Yes, the client is using them all, I know some of
them were briefed into their procurement, [.] the
second part has been built into training for frontline
staff. ‘ (Designer, Case 2)
‘We trained them and gave them a very accurate
plan. [.] We developed tools for each role to
develop and deliver their role, but also for them we
designed the team agenda.’ (Designer, Case 3)
‘Community Connecting is now the language that
commissioners and other providers and big agencies
are using.’ (Client, Case 5).
4.2.1 Delivering: Developing documentation for service
specifications and reference manuals for service management
Design activities for service execution in this relationship (Cases 6, 8, and 10)

focused on developing detailed documentation for service specifications and
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ly determined by user feedback rather than the input from the cli-

service elements were iteratively developed and refined by user feed-

user engagement sessions.

documentation was the key means of communication with clients,

ghness of documents was very high. For example, the designers in

de a lengthy document to inform the commissioning team of service

ons (e.g., information about the service concept, stakeholders and

eams, and technical to-do lists). Similarly, the designers in Case 6

information provision guidelines consisting of a series of service

, which aimed to support service implementation and operations.

ign outputs were handed over to clients as final deliverables, clients

ulties implementing the designed solutions immediately. Case 6 for

eported some language problems between designers and clients:

ay ‘use case’ and we are like ‘do you mean a journey map? What do

ean?’ It’s like people use different terms.’ (Designer, Case 6)

f the documents that the design team produced is called “informa-

idelines” and people just look at it and go ‘What? Why have we

iven information guidelines? We’re a website development organisa-

e know about delivering information’. (Client, Case 6)

ger in Case 8 recalled that receiving documentation was not suffi-

her team to implement the solution and they needed additional

port as follows:

the documentation was handed over to me, it was a big lengthy

ent. [.] I wasn’t convinced about that process. [.] You need a

of transition. You know, it’s not just you put everything down in

ment and they hand it over to me. [.] So, all I did was, because

the relationship, I just went back and said No, I still need you

er) into it.’ (Client, Case 8)

died cases, successful transition from the planning to implementa-

s had not occurred until designers provided clients with additional

n Case 6, designers made a second contract for supporting service

tation, while in Case 8, designers had informal conversations with

tions team to implement the service.
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artnering: Aligning clients to superior user
nces and mobilising them by assigning roles and
ibilities
lationship (Cases 1, 4, 7, and 9), designers had workshops with clients

s and decide on the issues for service specifications. Clients partici-

formulating service processes, highlighting any operational issues

lenges. The designers in Case 1 held regular collaborative workshops

-month period to formulate detailed processes for a new mobile pay-

vice. They used the workshops as opportunities to share and discuss

difficulties and challenges that users reported in prototyping sessions.

t remarked how the customer experiences affected the development of

e process:

ce design not only drove change on the product we tried to deliver,

so drove change back into the business, in terms of some of the busi-

s usual standard procedures, like SIM swopping update firmware,

, and various things.’ (Client, Case 1)

ocumentation was utilised as a tangible tool to facilitate discussions

rkshops rather than final hand-over output. It was developmental,

egan as rough sketches and developed into complete documents dur-

veloping workshop:

sed these tools (e.g., blueprints and journey) in the workshop. The

hop was engagement and collaboration on top of those tools. So,

int really is that the document doesn’t manage and engage. We

o work on it with people.’ (Designer, Case 1)

ative work on service specifications was generally conducted in an

ultidisciplinary way. For example, in Case 9, while the target

experience was converted to introduce new interfaces, functions,

d messages for the service, multidisciplinary teams developed and

ted small changes quickly and checked if they worked with live data.

ork was acknowledged as formulating detailed service processes and

and keeping different actors recognise their roles and responsibilities,

by the service concept and process. For instance, in Case 1, design

ps for developing service specifications aligned different stakeholders’

tasks with the customer experience journey. Similarly, in Case 9, de-

formed the operations team of its role in implementing the online ser-

rience:

as in charge of the website, but no one was telling him what the web-

eded to do to make customers happy. [.] You need to rewrite all
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ntents, you need to do the information architecture differently and

need to motivate people to visit more often. And he was like, “oh

ow I know what to do, I’ll just go and do”.’ (Designer, Case 9)

s and supporting documentation for service specifications also

nts manage the service after designers left the project. Specification

tion served as a roadmap to help clients continue further develop-

r the initial service launched. As this documentation was co-

by both parties, clients could have confidence to develop the re-

nctions and elements of the service independently.
cilitating: Fostering clients’ ownership and
tional capabilities for continuing user-centred
novation
partnering relationship, designers in the facilitating relationship

, and 5) used collaborative workshops to develop service specifica-

development. However, designers in this relationship particularly

considering and building client capabilities alongside design prac-

xample, in Case 3 when specifying the detailed mechanism of the

ness game, designers considered the client team’s limited resources,

ld not allow the team to facilitate gameplay. That was why they

ith an alternative mechanism:

to take their capacity into consideration. Because initially they

e, this is not possible because we don’t have time, we are only

ople, we don’t have time to go and deliver it. So, that’s why we

with the model of training the trainers.’ (Designer, Case 3)

team in Case 2 complemented the client’s limited capabilities by

n desirable skillsets for the services management team. Besides,

g the team, they organised one-to-one engagement sessions to train

about skilling up that team across the projects. [.] One thing was

e called “on-the-job training”, aligning the team to various work

. [.] They would co-facilitate workshops and be involved in

generation sessions.’ (Designer, Case 2)

training allowed clients to learn about user-centred approaches

ies, contributing to a gradual change of ownership and responsibil-

designers and clients. This transition was achieved over a long

ugh different co-creation activities. With this transition process,

put continued:
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ocumentation) wasn’t really a hand-over. It simply carried on. So,

f the documentation that we developed was developed earlier in

tion with them or was developed with them over a long period.’

er, Case 2)

also supported clients in continuing user-centred service innova-

xample, the designers in Case 2 offered their client a customer ser-

ard that specified how great customer experiences were defined for

, in terms of staff behaviours, facilities, information, and commu-

he service management guidelines were integrated into the client

n’s internal procurement process while being used in frontline staff

rograms. In Case 3, designers offered the client even more specific

nagement tools for customer segments, internal meeting structures,

tisation grids on a monthly basis. The designers in Case 5 formu-

mmunity connecting’ model as a concrete instruction to scale up

ate the initial service across the organisation. They also helped

perationalise a ‘community connecting’ approach in the client or-

’s strategy developments and service innovation practices.
acterising transformative impacts of SD associ-
h designereclient relationships
his paper, we pointed out extant studies’ unclear conceptualisations

ational transformation that can be facilitated by SD approaches. To

is, we adopt a resource and capability perspective as a conceptual

ter describe SD’s transformative impacts. Service innovation is often

from the resource and capability perspective (Blackmon, 2008;

Spring, 2013), which implies the nature and quality of services

how organisational resources (Froehle & Roth, 2007) and innova-

ilities (Lawson & Samson, 2001) are configured. Organisational re-

clude materials, equipment, staff, technology, and facilities

& Clark, 2008). Organisational capabilities mean a capacity, ability,

ency that enables a company to develop innovative offerings or pro-

hat it can respond to market needs (Teece & Pisano, 1994). Consid-

t service concepts are processed and converted into service

ces through the interplay of organisational resources and capabil-

ctual SD contributions to service development can be discussed in

ow SD affects organisational resources and capabilities. We now

w SD in our studied cases achieved different transformative impacts.

vering relationship, SD mainly served as a key input to service plan-

evelopment, but not necessarily to service implementation. The core

change by SD were physical resources (e.g., physical touchpoints in

r technologies (e.g., service websites in Case 6 and in Case 8). SD

ved in defining user-centred service concepts and specifying/
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ser experience journeys and service processes. The defined service

specifications were mirrored by the attributes of physical prod-

es or the design for service websites’ interfaces/interactions.

lso integrated into the contents of service management guideline

on. Thus, service designers’ insight and output were mainly

op physical resources or technologies, serving as useful referential

ort clients’ decision-making and communication processes. How-

emed to have limited impacts on actual service implementation

ns, as they were not directly related to clients’ practices for service

.

ering relationship, SD served as a tool for collaborative service

. The primary objects of change by SD ranged from physical re-

ologies (e.g., a mobile application in Case 4 and a service website

human actors (e.g., service providers and suppliers in Case 1 and

rs in Case 7). While creating service concepts, specifying service

and producing touchpoints, SD also affected human actors by

holders on board and establishing common ground for collabora-

User-centred design approaches in collaborative workshops moti-

and other stakeholders to be more user-centric when generating

pts and implementing them. Also, as design outputs and docu-

ere co-developed with service delivery actors, they seemed to be

ganisational development and implementation practices with lit-

from clients. However, whether SD affected clients’ daily prac-

nisational routines was not clearly reported, as one designer

now (whether the client is doing the designerly way of working).

een it, appreciated it, but it doesn’t mean they do it themselves.

. ’

ting relationship, SD served as an approach to business and cul-

mation. The main objects of change by SD were not only phys-

s or technologies (e.g., a service website in Case 5), and human

employees in the services management team in Case 2) but also

rocesses and organisational routines (e.g., input into the estab-

ervices management team in Case 2 and service implementation

3). SD focused on building organisational contexts and environ-

ntain user-centred service development and management. Part of

ration was concerned with how to seamlessly transfer designers’

perspectives, skills, and techniques to clients’ daily practices and

al process. SD activities and skills were used as tools to train staff

e the shift of ownerships and responsibilities from designers to
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onal capabilities enable firms to implement innovation processes,

successful product, service, or business development (Lawson &

001). As service is increasingly considered a customer-supporting

r€onroos, 2006), organisational capabilities for service innovation

ated to the organisation’s potentials or competencies to perform

entric actions at various levels. Given that organisational capabil-

ooted in employees’ tacit knowledge for properly executing their

esponsibilities on a daily basis (Grant, 1996; Winter, 2003), de-

ilful embedding of user-centred approaches with technical know-

ools is recognised as a potential builder of the organisation’s user-

novation capabilities.

mmarises the different SD approaches associated with the three

esignereclient relationships and characterises the different extents

acts on organisational resources and capabilities.

extual factors and implications of the different
eclient relationships
sis of interviews with SD experts after the case studies led to

discussion about contextual factors that may affect the three types

reclient relationships. The discussion also includes the implications

fferent SD approaches can have for future SD practices.

textual factors
various contextual factors that may influence designereclient re-

s. For example, the nature of a project could be one. A short-term

t requires creative insights from designers may lead them to work

vering relationship, since this mode allows for more creativity and

ss time managing relationships with clients. In Case 6, clients’ ex-

that designers may bring new insights into creative interactions

ger user groups led designers to work in the delivering relation-

ntrast, program-based services based on long-term relationships

esigners to work in the partnering or facilitating relationships. In

e designers and their client developed their relationship through a

gram-based project over five years. The designers therefore could

lient as a coach based on mutual trust.

t knowledge or experience about SD may affect designereclient re-

. Mangers with no background knowledge or experience about SD,

ment departments with no capacity for SD, are likely to be ac-

ith SD in the delivering relationship. If their perceptions of SD

ns are positive, they may open their internal processes to designers

relationship may progress into the partnering or even facilitating



Table 4 The transformative impacts of different SD approaches associated with designereclient relationships

Delivering Partnering Facilitating

SD as a key input to service planning and
development

SD as a tool for collaborative service
development

SD as an approach to business and culture
transformation

Planning Execution Planning Execution Planning Execution

SD patterns
during service
development
processes

Offering detailed
documentation as a user-
centred basis for service
propositions

Developing
documentation for
service
specifications and
reference manuals
for service
management

Increasing clients’
empathy for users
and commitment to
better user
experiences while
getting clients on
board

Aligning clients to
superior user
experiences and
mobilising them by
assigning roles and
responsibilities

Integrating user
research insights
into organisational
strategy building
and service
planning

Fostering clients’
ownership and
organisational
capabilities for
continuing user-
centred service
innovation

SD impacts Supporting clients’ service development process
with user-centred referential data and
specifications

Motivating clients to envision and
actualise user-centred and superior service
experiences

Transforming clients and organisations for
continuing user-centred service
innovations

Objects of
changes

Physical resources/technologies Physical resources/technologies, human
actors

Physical resources/technologies, human
actors, processes, routines

1
0
2
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Leende

ing serv
ships. In our study, the project manager of Case 1 recognised, based on

r experiences, that SD can not only contribute to creative user insights

to back-end business processes. Therefore, he allowed designers to

deeply in the business process and navigate conflicts between

lders.

more, client organisational structures may serve as an enabler for or

to stable designereclient relationships. For example, frequent struc-

personnel changes within organisations may obstruct the establish-

f intimate designereclient relationships. In our study, the designers

3 remarked that the stability of their client team (i.e., staying the

ith no change in team members) contributed to building the long-

and intimate designereclient relationship.

mplications
hile, the different SD approaches associated with designereclient col-

ions have some implications for future SD practices. The different

roaches imply the need for different designer skillsets. The experts

viewed pointed out that research, observation, empathy, and creativity

ticularly required for the delivering approach, while coaching, mentor-

ilitating, and change management skills are needed for the facilitating

ch. They suggested that designers seeking to change the nature of their

s from delivering to partnering or facilitating need to be more knowl-

e of organisational contexts, practices, processes, and culture.

ft of the nature of SD practices from delivering to partnering or facil-

may no longer be an option for service innovation. Traditionally, de-

were commissioned to develop creative concepts, but product

rs generally led the manufacturing process with designers playing a

role (e.g., a concept guardian against technical constraints). In service

ion, as designers’ concepts and specifications are implemented through

ees’ behaviours, physical touchpoints, and service processes, the con-

design output needs to be well integrated into organisations (e.g.,

nicated to staff, reflected by physical/online resources, and operation-

to the service processes). In this sense, the facilitating approach, able

h on both organisational resources and capabilities, is more likely to

ute to successful service innovations.
nclusion
s the impact of integrating design into innovation processes was

discussed in relation to firms’ financial performance (Gemser &

rs, 2001), our study related SD impacts to a different value: Transform-

ice systems and organisations. SD has long been recognised as a user-
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quality of
proach to shaping service experiences, but little attention has been

w the user-centred approach can be integrated into organisations

t levels, which can result in different SD qualities and impacts on

vice development and operation. Our study indicates that the user-

sign in the delivering relationship informs service development pro-

referential user research data, having limited impacts on implemen-

wever, in closer designereclient relationships, it can affect actors’

es and behaviours, and even can catalyse organisational transforma-

efore, we suggest designers maximise the potential of their user-

sign approaches by using their sensibilities to interpret users’ needs,

or idea/concept generation but also for service implementation and

ange. This extended usage and design impact may be greatly facili-

loser designereclient relationships.

ent transformative SD approaches we studied can be partly associ-

the different design roles as defined by Perks et al. (2005): Func-

cialism, part of multifunctional teams, and a process leader.

to the study, though design as functional specialism benefits

ners’ creativity and visualisation skills, its impact on organisational

processes is limited. However, while design as a multifunctional

process leader requires designers’ extended skillsets, including

ation, management diplomacy, or persuasion, its impacts are

to managing the entire innovation process as well as integrating

plinary functions. In service development processes, while SD for

is related to traditional design skills, with its actual impact

to service concepts and specifications, SD for partnering or facili-

olves designers’ extended skillsets, including interfacing, communi-

aching, or training with wider impacts on service implementation

change.

this study described designereclient relationships and SD qualities

ts as having a causal relation, we consider our finding as context-

stricted to the selected ten cases rather than context-free and univer-

nitial finding therefore can be tested or complemented based on a

of samples to be developed into more generalisable theories
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Pattern A

Designers’ role vs clients’ ro

- Designers act as an

expert who is spe-

cialised in user-

centred design and

innovations.

- Clients delegate

design work to de-

signers and hardly

intervene in design

activities.

Case 6

The designers intensively
engaged with different
target user groups during
various co-design
workshops and briefed
their client on design
insights and output, while
the client gave their
feedback.
Case 8

The designers led user
research, content creation,
and user interface design
and they communicated
the result to the
commissioning team, who
was responsible for the
testing and implementing
of design output.
Case 10

The designers developed
an insight gathering
report about the target
user’s daily experiences
and offered the
commissioning team the
report. While overseeing
the project, the
commissioning team
assured the quality of the
design concept and
solution.
Appendix A. The classification of ten cases into three pat-
terns of designereclient relationships
Pattern B Pattern C

le

- Designers organise design

workshops and involve cli-

ents in co-developing user

insights and service

solutions.

- Clients participate in design

workshops, engaging with

designers and users to pro-

vide organisational

perspectives.

- Designers serve as a coach

to help clients learn a user-

centred design perspective

and approach.

- Clients are involved in most

of the design activities and

take the lead in some design

activities.

Case 1

The designers refined the service
concept and specified the service
process, while the client participated
in collaborative working sessions as
both informants and co-producers.
Case 4

The designers focused on identifying
users’ true needs and goals through
ethnographic research, and they
organised workshops where the
client participated and co-developed
ideas and solutions.
Case 7

While exploring the target user’s
process and experience journey, the
designers developed service concepts
and prototypes. The client
participated in the design activities
and workshops.
Case 9

The designers developed target
customer experiences and aligned
organisational resources with them.
They used an agile approach to
service development in
collaboration with multidisciplinary
teams.

Case 2

The designers integrated user
insights into organisational practices
and trained the client team by
involving them in one-to-one design
sessions, where the client team could
learn design approaches.
Case 3

The designers developed service
concepts in collaboration with users
and the client, and they also served
as a coach to support the client team
in managing the service by offering
service management tools.
Case 5

As the client aimed to develop the
service based on co-production
principles, they were receptive to
design approaches and learnt
design-centred user research and co-
design approaches.

(continued on next page)



(continued )

Pattern A Pattern B Pattern C

The interactions of processes

- Designers and cli-

ents work in paral-

lel, focusing on

their own practices,

and rarely affect the

other’s process.

- Designers and clients work

in partnership, contributing

their own knowledge and

specialties to each other’s

process.

- Design processes and organ-

isational processes could be

merged into a single joint

process.

Case 6

While the designers took
the lead in user research,
concept design and part of
developments, the client
separately focused on
their own practices.
Case 8

The designers generated
service concepts using user
interviews and workshops,
and the commissioning
team implemented the
design solutions by
piloting them and
communicating them to
their partners.
Case 10

While designers’ role was
to co-design service ideas
and co-develop the
solutions with users, the
commissioning group’
role was to support setting
up the co-production
group and to give
feedback on design
solutions.

Case 1

The designers and client had
frequent communications and
interactions via regular workshops
over six months, where they co-
shaped the service processes and
settled business relations between
stakeholders.
Case 4

The designers and the client co-
shaped the user experience journey
and service process while deciding
on the direction of the project based
on user insights and organisational
requirements.
Case 7

While the designers and the client
team together engaged in every
phase of the service development
process, the designers’ holistic and
contextual approach to user
experience affected the client’s
perspective.
Case 9

The designers integrated their own
design process with the existing
organisational process by using an
agile development approach, which
is based on repetitive cycles of
implementing and learning.

Case 2

The designers had an office within
the client’s office and they had
intense communications and
interactions through one-to-one
engagement while supporting
internal advocates of the SD
approach.
Case 3

Based on a long-term relationship
built from doing different projects,
the designers and the client worked
together like a same team, sharing
the same goal for people’s behaviour
change and the same vision toward
social impacts.
Case 5

Frequent interactions and
communications between the
designers and the client helped the
two parties learn back and forth,
and facilitated informal
information-sharing and knowledge
exchange.

Core design practices

- Designers’ insights

and solutions are

represented in

design documenta-

tion with detailed

and visual infor-

mation, which is

handed over to

clients.

- Core design practices

involve collaborative work-

shops where designers

engage not only with focal

clients but also with other

employees and functional

teams.

- Designers train clients on

the job, helping them build

their own user-centred

design capabilities, aiming at

a gradual transition of

ownership.

(continued on next page)



(continued )

Pattern A Pattern B Pattern C

Case 6

User insights and ideas
from co-design workshops
were represented in
detailed reports using
visual information, which
were handed over to the
client.
Case 8

The designers’ insights
into user needs and
specifications for the
service website were
represented in a
recommendation report
and delivered to the
operations team.
Case 10

The design insights from
the research into the
dementia diagnosis
process and associated
users’ experiences were
converted into the
dementia checklist, which
was shared with different
stakeholders.

Case 1

The designers organised co-
production workshops, where the
designers, the client, and other
stakeholders shaped the end-to-end
customer experience and specified
operational elements.
Case 4

Along with ethnographic research
and a pilot test, the designers
organised co-creation workshops,
where the client and users were
invited together to explore service
experience journeys.
Case 7

The designers organised workshops,
where the client, users, and other
stakeholders identified users’ current
service experience and opportunities
to improve the experience.
Case 9

While collaborating with
multidisciplinary teams, the design
team developed target customer
experiences, which were aligned with
multidisciplinary functions and
tasks.

Case 2

Through one-to-one engagement
sessions, the designers helped the
client teams develop and implement
the defined services based on the
organisational capabilities.
Case 3

The designers engaged in the client
team’s internal practices by
developing a business case,
marketing strategies, and providing
service management tools.
Case 5

The designers helped the client build
a service team model and identify
the team’s roles and responsibilities,
and they built the team’s internal
capabilities for user-centred service
innovations.

Designers’ perspectives

- Designers’ perspec-

tive is highly user-

centred, as they

capture users’

contexts,

experiences, and

needs and apply

them to service

design and

development.

- While taking a user-centred

perspective in engaging

with users, designers take a

client-centred perspective to

develop and implement user

insights.

- Overall, designers take a

client-centred perspective to

consider clients’ abilities and

organisational capabilities

for service development and

management.

Case 6

The designers focused on
helping users better
express their needs and
ideas for the service
during co-design
workshops by utilising
various creative design
materials.
Case 8

The designers represented
a highly user-centric

Case 1

While applying users’ needs gained
from prototyping sessions to
refining the service process, the
designers also considered the client’s
requirements and business relations.
Case 4

While understanding the client’s
internal contexts, languages and
culture, the designers also kept
being a representative of customers
to provide an outside-in perspective.

Case 2

The designers spent much time with
the client integrating user insights
into the organisation’s strategy and
innovation process and developing
actionable solutions.
Case 3

While considering the client’s
resources and capabilities for service
delivery, the designers changed the
original service delivery model into
more practical one.

(continued on next page)
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Pattern A Pattern B Pattern C

perspective during focus
group interviews and co-
design sessions and also
applied the same
perspective when
designing the service
website.
Case 10

To understand and
improve the target user’s
experience journey, the
designers engaged with
users by interviewing them
and empathising with
their experiences.

Case 7

While involving users in
collaborative workshops with the
client, the designers also helped the
client apply the user-centred
perspective to the client
organisational practices.
Case 9

While integrating customers’ needs
into service development, the
designers also aimed to change
customers’ behaviours based on the
organisation’s needs.

Case 5

While inspiring the client to take a
fresh view on users and a user-
centred approach to service
development, the designers built the
client’s business strategies and
service models.
es
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